
Compatible product 
With all rechargeable devices

Up to 24 VR Visors - Headsets - Accessories

www.HELGI-europe.com

Omnichart GO 36
Charging cart
Notebooks | Chromebooks | Tablets (max 15.6”)  
VR viewers | Headsets | Rechargeable devices

Charging cart for up to 36 devices (max 15.6”) - 24 VR viewers  
Agile and maneuverable with top shelf support for external 
devices.

HOMNGO36WB

Years  
Warranty

363 x 58 x 109 cm

https://www.helgi-europe.com/it/helgi-europe-chi-siamo/


DetailsHOMNGO36WB | Omnichart GO 36

All-metal structure with natural air 
circulation. 
Does not include the presence of fans.

Front compartment for storing devices 
equipped with security lock and front 
panel that can be opened 180°. 

Three fixed shelves with 12 plastic divid-
ing bulkheads equipped with built-in 
grommets for housing devices in an 
upright position. 

Provision for installation of fans (option-
al) for rapid cooling of devices.

Rear closure panel not hinged.

Equipped with four strips of 9 sockets  
each and compartment for transformer 
placement.

Control unit for simultaneous power timing 
on all outlets or in timed sequence to avoid 
overloading.

Single 5m power cable built into the power 
pack.

Structure 

Power and Charging

optional

COD. HLGFAN

Predisposition 
Cooling fans



DetailsHOMNGO36WB | Omnichart GO 36

58 cm 63 cm

109 cm

Removable partition bulkheads, as 
per instructions below.

Removing the dividers allows the cart 
to be adapted for charging any type 
of device, including accessories such 
as VR viewers and headsets (by way 
of example).

Three fixed shelves with 12 removable 
plastic dividing bulkheads equipped 
with built-in grommets for housing 
devices in an upright position.

Storage and charging

Foto frontale
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With three simple steps, the dividing bulkheads can be 
removed to adapt the Omnichart 36 charging cart  
to any need.

Compatible product 
With all rechargeable devices



Product Gallery

DetailsHOMNGO36WB | Omnichart GO 36

AVVOLGI CAVO

External product details 
Handle | Front lock | Cable wrap

Rear compartment details
Locking panel | Power sockets | Programming unit

Details of internal partitions
Numbered | Modular | Fully removable

CE certified trolley for the following standards:
EN 55032:2015 EN 61000-3-2:2014

EN 55035:2017 EN 61000-3-3:2013

2014/30/EU Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive

CE certified control unit EN 62368-1:2014+A11:2017



DetailsHOMNGO36WB | Omnichart GO 36
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